A CONTRACTUAL JUSTIFICATION OF REDISTRIBUTIVE CAPITALISM

GERALD F. GAUS

1. CONTRACTUALISM, PROPERTY, AND THE STATE OF NATURE

Contractualist political theory reveals two competing accounts of the relation between property, the state of nature and the social contract. Locke and contemporary Lockceans such as Robert Nozick maintain that exclusionary property rights characterize the state of nature, and the main end of government is to secure them. “The great and chief end . . . of Men’s uniting into Commonwealths, and putting themselves under government, is the Preservation of their Property.” Although some recent interpreters would have us believe that Locke did not uphold private property rights in the state of nature and saw private property in civil society as conventional or based on consent, I think this is to miss the real contribution of Locke to the natural law tradition; in contrast to the earlier theories of Grotius and Pufendorf, Locke justifies exclusionary property rights without any appeal to consent or compact. In Lockean theory property rights are morally prior to the social contract that justifies government. Indeed, the main end of government is to secure these rights; consequently, Lockean governments clearly are in no position to attack private property. Although Lockean govern-
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ments will recognize a right to charity, they will not be strongly redistributive.  

Rousseau presents a different picture. In the state of nature one can possess but not own. Genuine property, not simply occupation but a right of ownership, characterizes our departure from the state of nature, and can only be justified by the social contract. For Rousseau, then, property cannot be antecedent to political society; indeed, "the State, in relation to its members, is master of all their goods by the social contract."  

Whereas Lockeans insist that property rights are morally prior to the social contract and so place limits on the contractual agreement, for Rousseau no such limits exist. Consequently, those who are critical of capitalism and favor extensive redistribution are apt to adopt the Rousseauian view; people are free to organize production and define ownership in any way they deem appropriate without being constrained by natural rights to property.  

I aim to show in this chapter that we need not, indeed cannot, simply choose Locke or Rousseau. The Lockean case is partially successful: we do possess a right to property in the state of nature that the social contract must respect. But, properly understood, this right also presupposes that the state, through the social contract, has extensive authority to redistribute property. The justification of exclusionary property rights and the market presupposes the justification of the redistributive state.  

I make extensive appeal to the idea of the state of nature. Many may find this implausible. Contractual arguments are, to be sure, in vogue again, but state of nature accounts are more suspect. "'Tis often asked as a mighty Objection, Where are, or ever were, there any Men in such a State of Nature?" One of my aims is to demonstrate that the classical contractualists, as well as contemporary theorists like James Buchanan and David Gauthier, rightly see the state of nature as an essential part of contractual justification. Unlike Locke or Rousseau, however, I do not see it as an historical state, and unlike Buchanan, I do not depict it as a condition of moral anarchy. Rather, my claim is that the state of nature is a necessary phase in moral justification, what I will call the deontological basis. Upon this deontological basis contractual theory develops a constrained teleological argument.
I begin in sections 2 and 3 by showing why contractual justification must employ both these phases. Section 4 then argues that the deontological basis includes a quasi-Lockean account of property rights, while section 5 shows how the full justification of these property rights requires a contractual argument justifying redistribution.

2. Contractualism and Public Justification

Contractualist political theory can be understood as advancing two theses: (1) individuals are devoted to their own valuings, projects, etc., and these only provide what Derek Parfit and Thomas Nagel call agent-relative reasons for action, and (2) political institutions are justified by appealing to the agent-relative values of each member of the public.

2.1. The Agent-Relativity of Value

The agent-relativity of value-based reasons to act is well illustrated by Hobbes’s theory. Hobbes’s individuals are moved solely by self-interest, and self-interest is a paradigm of an agent-relative reason to act. For a reason to be agent-relative, it must necessarily refer to the agent for whom it is a reason, that is, “R is a reason for person P.” So, in Hobbes’s state of nature, each pursues his own interest, and his interests do not necessarily provide anyone but himself with a reason to do anything. But self-interest is by no means the only sort of agent-relative reason. Indeed, what are often called “subjectivist” theories of value typically assert that all values, ends, goals, projects, etc. generate only agent-relative reasons for action. If, then, Alf loves Betty, this provides him with reasons to act in various loving ways toward Betty; but the mere fact that Alf loves Betty does not in itself provide Charlie with any reason at all to act in such ways or to help Alf secure Betty’s love. So (roughly) thoroughlygoingly agent-relative accounts of value-based reasons assert that V (be it love or money) provides a reason for Alf to act only if Alf values V.

So the task of a contractual theory is to show that this agent-relativity of value-based reasons to act somehow provides the basis for a set of rules that can regulate the actions of all. Notice how this problem evaporates if value-based reasons are agent-
neutral. An agent-neutral reason is a reason for anyone (although some may be so situated as to be unable to act on it). If, then, Alf’s pain provides an agent-neutral reason to alleviate it, everyone has a reason to alleviate Alf’s pain. According to Nagel, agent-neutral reasons “represent the values of occurrences, acts, and states of affairs themselves, not their values for anyone.”

Now if all values provide agent-neutral rather than agent-relative reasons to act, then if Alf rightly values V, not only Alf, but everyone else, has a reason to promote V, assist Alf in procuring it, or whatever. But this means that, essentially, we all are aiming at the same goal: that is, the maximization of agent-neutral value. So the core contractualist problem—how to generate a common set of rules from the diversity of individual goals—is replaced by a very different problem—how best to organize social life so that our common end—maximizing agent-neutral value—is best achieved.

2.2. Public Justification

Contractualist theory posits a situation in which individuals, aware of their diverse ends, agree on a set of social and moral principles. But more than that, one accepts the terms of the contract because it advances one’s ends. That is, given one’s agent-relative (but not necessarily self-interested) values, one has good reason to embrace the terms of the contract. So understood, the contractualist’s proposal is striking: rather than seeing the diversity of individual ends and their essential agent-relativity as obstacles to a social and political morality, the contractualist insists that this diverse set of values can generate a common morality.

A contractual justification can be described as a constrained teleology. Michael J. Sandel suggests that we understand teleology as “a form of justification” in which first principles are derived in a manner that presupposes “final human purposes or ends.” Now our usual understanding of teleological justification—call it unconstrained teleology—assumes agent-neutral values. The unconstrained teleologist justifies basic principles of right by showing that they best advance what each and every person has reason to value. But when teleological justification is conjoined with agent-relative value, the result is rather different. For each has different values generating a different set of
reasons to act: the teleological justification endeavors to show that the values of each can be advanced by a proposed arrangement. Alf's arguments in favor of an arrangement will be teleological (e.g., "Arrangement A advances value"), but his arguments will be constrained by the need to show that A promotes the agent-relative valuings of others, valuings that he may not share.

The justificatory force of a social contract argument is the claim that, given their agent-relative values, everyone is provided with good reasons for accepting the proposed social and political arrangement. We can say, then, that the contract asserts that the arrangement is *publicly justified* in so far as everyone has good reasons for embracing it. Consequently, the role of the consent device in contractualist theory need not be to show that, somehow, political obligation is voluntaristic. Rather, consent seems best understood as a heuristic device for demonstrating that the proposed arrangement is publicly justified: all rational agents would accept it.

This suggests an alternative interpretation of contractualism, one that leads away from fixation on consent and toward a notion of the common good. A social and political arrangement is publicly justified if from each and every valuational perspective the arrangement promotes what is rationally seen to be of value. Given the agent-relative concerns of each, a social and political arrangement is justified on the grounds that it advances a common good. By a "common good" I mean simply that a publicly justified arrangement will be one that works to the advantage of all in the sense that it promotes what each values. 18 A set of principles sanctioned by such a good (1) promotes some good (thought not necessarily the same good) from every valuational perspective and (2) takes everyone into account, and does not sacrifice any individuals to an aggregate or collective welfare.

### 3. Value and Deontology

#### 3.1. The Incompleteness of Teleology

It is difficult to overestimate the attraction of teleology. To most philosophers, it is obviously the only sensible approach to ethics. "It is certainly a doubtful compliment to the right," said Ralph
Barton Perry, "to deny that it does not of itself do good." Even contractual justification is at bottom teleological, although it is a constrained form of teleology demanded by the agent-relativity of value reasons. I now want to advance a crucial, and I suppose controversial, claim: The existence of a deontological morality is presupposed by our values. This being so, the philosophically popular project of a thoroughly teleological justification of morality—be it constrained or unconstrained—is implausible.

All teleological justification presupposes that value is prior in justificatory argument to principles of right. Teleology, that is, requires that we can (1) identify the set of things that are of value and then (2) apply the maximization function that (3) generates moral judgments/principles of rightness and wrongness. For this project to succeed, the set of valued things identified in (1) cannot logically presuppose the validity of judgments of rightness or wrongness. That is, if some value \( V \) is only rationally sound given the validity of moral principle \( M \), the teleologist cannot know whether \( V \) should be included in the set of values to be maximized until he knows whether principle \( M \) is sound. But if that is so, the teleologist cannot apply the maximization function until he has determined on some other grounds whether principle \( M \) is sound. Before the pure teleological project can begin, the validity of \( M \) must be determined on nonteleological grounds; and that seems to mean that the project fails before it can begin.

Many of our most important valuing are morality-based in this way. Consider, for instance, friendship. What Kant called "moral friendship" is "the confidence of two persons in revealing their secret thoughts and feelings to each other." And, as Kant realized, this requires that one must be able to trust one's friend not to reveal these confidences to others. More generally, a friend must be confident that the other will take his view into account; Alf supposes that Betty will treat him with due consideration and respect and will resist any temptation to use or exploit the friendship to promote her aims and projects. Moreover, friends must trust each other in these ways even though they realize that the other has various projects and aims, some of which may be more important to the friend than the friendship. Unlike lovers, who may be able to suppose that the other
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values nothing so much as the beloved, and so no other values or aims could be more weighty in practical deliberation, friendship does not rest on such intensity. Yet friends do trust each other; if they are friends, Alf knows that Betty will not sacrifice him even if all things considered, Betty could advance her cherished projects by doing so. This is possible because friendship is informed—so deeply informed that it is easily overlooked—by notions of respect and fairness.

I have focused on perhaps a less than obvious example of a morality-grounded valuing. But more straightforward examples can be proffered: indignation at having one's body violated, resentment at having one's property taken without one's consent, outrage at the unjust treatment of minorities. All these reactions seem to constitute disvaluings of states of affairs premised on the assumption that they are wrong. But if they are not wrong, or if we have no good reason to trust friends to be fair regardless of the benefits of duplicity, then the corresponding valuing or disvaluing is unsound. It is based on a false belief about rightness or wrongness. If these valuings and disvaluings are irrational, it seems that they cannot be included in the value maximization calculation. The teleologist somehow needs to filter his value inputs, but it would seem that to filter his value inputs he needs to be able to determine the rationality of their moral basis; but how can he do that until he has received the output of his calculations?

One way he can do so is to allow everything through the filter, that is, not filter at all. The teleologist may claim that the problem of the rationality of values grounded on moral principles can be put aside: if Alf values Betty's friendship, then it is a value to be taken account of in the maximization function even if it turns out that Alf's valuing is based on false beliefs. This apparently was R.B. Perry's view. So it will make no difference that Alf's valuing Betty's friendship is based on his belief that she is a kind and considerate person who wouldn't hurt a flea, even though she is really a sadistic murderess, and if Alf knew this the friendship would quickly die. But as long as the friendship (or Alf) is not yet dead, the value is to be included in the maximization function. This goes far beyond the claim that value-based reasons are agent-relative to endorse, at least in the context of ethical justification, a strong sort of "subjectivism."
If Alf values $V$ (or "prefers" it), no matter how irrationally, it is to be included in the maximization calculation. But if, as contractualists do, we understand justification as a reason-giving activity, then whatever he may think, if it is irrational for Alf to value Betty’s friendship, then he has no more good reason to endorse a social system that promotes this friendship than does a paranoid to endorse a social system that responds to his fantasies.  

A second, more typical, maneuver among constrained teleologists is to restrict the common good argument to a set of values that do not presuppose moral principles. Kurt Baier, for example, recognizes a wide range of value judgments as reasons for action, yet his justification of the moral enterprise focuses on advancing self-interest. That is, although Baier explicitly rejects egoism and its claim that self-interest alone moves agents, he nevertheless concludes that “Hobbes’ argument is sound. Moralities are systems of principles whose acceptance by everyone as overruling the dictates of self-interest is in the interest of everyone alike....” So for Baier the range of values that enter into the justification of morality is properly limited to self-regarding considerations. Baier is not at all unique in this regard. Gauthier appeals to only non-tuistic valuings, while James Fishkin tells us that a personal plan of life—which he takes as fundamental in justification—is a “constellation of private-regarding wants and courses of action,” that is, it concerns getting and doing things for oneself rather than others.

Examples could be multiplied. Basic to all these approaches is the aim of limiting the relevant values in justification to those that concern the agent’s own welfare or interest. Under the influence of this way of thinking liberal ethics and political philosophy becomes based on a sort of self-centeredness, and indeed of a fairly radical sort. If all appeal to moralized values is to be avoided, then friendship, and I think some sorts of love, our moral outrage at being treated as mere things, our indignation at cruelty, all must apparently be excluded. And if, as seems likely indeed, these values ground yet others, affecting what jobs we prefer, our social life, and even our valuing of leisure activities, the set of values upon which justification focuses may be limited and not very significant as far as some of us are concerned. To be sure, such limitation makes the justification of
liberal institutions more straightforward, but it is no less objectionable for that.  

3.2. Deontological Justification

If our value systems presuppose moral principles, an adequate contractual justification will not be simply a constrained teleology. The right cannot be simply defined as that which advances the good of all, for conceptions of right inform conceptions of the good. Teleological justification presupposes deontological justification. Before we can propose institutional arrangements that advance the values of all we must determine whether the fundamental moral principles upon which our value systems rest are justified.

Contractualism is a doctrine about what can be publicly justified: It seeks to show how the agent-relativity of values gives rise to agent-neutral moral principles. So it is not enough for Alf to show that some principle M is the bedrock of his value system. If it is not the bedrock of anyone else’s value system, Alf has not shown others that they too are committed to M. Consequently, the deontological phase of contractualist justification will consist of an analysis of the contractors’ value systems with the aim of uncovering those shared, deep moral commitments upon which all their valutational perspectives depend. If such common moral commitments are uncovered, a foundation is provided for subsequent teleological argument. Those valuings that presuppose these shared commitments, as well as those that have no moral presuppositions, can reasonably provide the basis for teleological justification.

4. The State of Nature

4.1. Natural Rights and Duties

A description of the state of nature can be interpreted as articulating the deontological foundation on which the constrained teleological argument, that is, the social contract, builds. An alternative would be to allow two sorts of argument in contractual “negotiation,” arguments as to the basic moral principles we all agree upon, and arguments about what social arrangements advance the values of everyone. But this would obscure the logical priority of the deontological foundation. The claim
isn’t simply that deontological and teleological arguments are distinct, but that the former sets the stage for the latter by grounding some values and not others, as well as by constraining the set of possible outcomes.

In Lockean theory natural rights and natural law provide the deontological foundation; they are not justified by the social contract, but possess independent moral justification and, indeed, provide the basis for contractual negotiation. Locke, of course, essentially restricts the contract to establishing a mechanism for protecting these morally prior rights; nevertheless, we must remember that the Lockean legislature is empowered to advance the public good, subject to the constraint that it does not violate natural rights, that is, rights that are morally prior to the social contract. In any event, the point is that an adequate contractual theory will include two types of justificatory argument: (1) a deontological argument articulating the shared moral presuppositions of the contractors’ value systems and (2) a constrained teleological argument that describes a set of moral and social principles (or a type of social arrangement) that advances the values of everyone. The first argument constitutes a description of the state of nature. It is far beyond the scope of this chapter to defend any complete description of the state of nature; very plausible, I think, are the duties of truthfulness, promise-keeping and fidelity to friends. For our concerns, however, three rights are of particular interest: (1) the right to liberty; (2) the right to property, and (3) the right to exchange holdings.

4.2. The Basis of the Right to Natural Liberty
Consider what Locke called man’s “Natural Freedom.” An agent is not by nature subject “to the Will or Authority of any other Man.” Locke says that all men are naturally in “a State of perfect Freedom to order their Actions . . . as they see fit . . . without asking leave, or depending upon the Will of any other Man.” This starting point embodies the moral supposition that each of us is free to do as he wishes unless a justification can be advanced for restricting that freedom. That is, the claim to natural liberty provides a point of departure for all further ethical and political justification, providing a presumption against interference and placing the onus of justification squarely on those who would limit liberty. Once established, it follows that all further
justificatory ethics and political philosophy becomes a defense of *liberty-limiting* principles, duties, etc.\(^{37}\)

The right to natural liberty articulates a basic moral assumption of all *self-directed agents*, an assumption that can be denied only by a sort of self-destructive act. To see what a self-directed agent is, consider a contrasting sort of agent. Clifford Geertz has described Balinese social life as "at once a solemn game and a studied drama."\(^{38}\) What is especially fascinating is that the main emotion helping to induce compliance with the demands of this drama isn't guilt or shame, but *lek*—a worry that one will not be able to play one's parts "with the required finesse."\(^{39}\) Writes Geertz: "What is feared—mildly in most cases, intensely in a few—is that the public performance that is etiquette will be botched, that the social distance that etiquette maintains will consequently collapse, and that the personality of the individual will then break through to dissolve his standardized public identity."\(^{40}\) The worry is that one may end up revealing an individualized self rather than stereotyped social role. The social roles that define personality are designed to prevent the emergence of individuated selves. As Geertz notes, this leads to an illuminating paradox: "Balinese conceptions of personhood . . . are—in our terms anyway—depersonalizing."\(^{41}\)

Those acquainted with Western analyses of personality will no doubt note the basic contrast: Western analyses typically identify the person with the individuated self. This reaches an extreme in the work of Carl R. Rogers, where achievement of personhood is identified with removal of masks and roles that prevent the emergence of "the real self underneath."\(^{42}\) But the focus on the self or the autonomous ego as the core of personality is hardly unique to Rogers; indeed, it is central to a large body of personality theory.\(^{43}\) It even informs Erving Goffman's work. Like Geertz, Goffman employs the dramaturgical method, depicting social interactions as a series of performances. But despite the surface similarity in method, Goffman's analysis is different. Roles and performances allow us to direct and shape our self-images and plans, but they are not stereotyped scripts designed to prevent the possibility of self-revelations.\(^{44}\) We might say that in Western pluralistic societies, personhood is expressed through the available cultural resources, but it is not itself conceived as a cultural artifact.

Let us use this contrast to develop two ideal types. For a *role-*
directed conception of the person agency is directed by culturally defined roles that are not devices or expressions of the self. In contrast, a self-directed person conceives of agency as expressing the self, whether this requires overcoming roles (Rogers) or employing them (Goffman). I now proceed to my main claim: while a role-directed person can reject the right to natural liberty, a self-directed person cannot.

Consider the role-directed person. Prima facie, it seems plausible that role-directed persons might all be committed to the principle:

RD1: All interferences with the performances of another must be justified.

This would seem akin to the right to natural liberty: just as self-directed persons would object to any interferences with their self-directed activity, role-directed persons would object to any interferences with the performance of their roles. Of course, even RD1 falls significantly short of the right to natural liberty, as it only concerns interferences with one's role; however, it seems at least roughly analogous. But RD1 incorporates a presumption that action should reflect the intentions of the agent unless it interferes with others. Are role-directed agents committed to that presumption? Consider:

RD2: All action must be justified by reference to the appropriate script.

This principle is free of the asymmetry of the right to natural liberty: not only interferences, but all action, must be justified by the relevant script. This principle embodies no presumption that activity should rightly flow from the self. Yet it seems appropriate for role-directed personalities; if the danger is that individuated selves may emerge, it is no less important that noninterfering action be justified by reference to the appropriate stereotyped script. Activity is not to reflect the self but must conform to the self-containing scripts presented by the culture. Given this view of the relation between the self and action, the right to natural liberty seems out of place.

The right to natural liberty articulates the basic moral outlook of self-directed agents: activity rightly expresses the self. A self-directed agent who rejected the right would be committed to allowing that another may take control of his activity, and this would be no cause of indignation. The self as director of action
would be replaced by another self: one’s activity becomes, strictly speaking, the expression of an alien self. Without complaint of wrongdoing, and in the absence of any justification, the self would allow another to supplant it as the source of action. But a self-directed agent will resist this: The foundation of his conception of himself is that his activity is properly at his beck and call. For another self to subvert this tie and interpose itself between an agent’s self and activity threatens self-direction, hence one’s status as a person. The fundamental demand of self-directing contractors will be that no one intervene in this intimate relation between the self and its activity without justifying the intervention to the self.

4.3. Quasi-Lockean Property Rights

If we focus on the right to natural liberty, Rousseau’s position seems vindicated: Possession, but not exclusionary property rights, characterize the state of nature. To see this, say Alf picks up an acorn in the state of nature. Is it his? It seems plausible to maintain that the right to natural liberty would—in some circumstances at any rate—protect Alf in his possession of the acorn. At least in some cases it is certain that objects are an intrinsic part of one’s ongoing activity; to wrest possession of them surely constitutes an interference with the agent’s activity. And, according to the right to natural liberty, it is incumbent upon Betty to justify interventions to Alf. So the right to natural liberty can secure Alf in his possession of the acorn.

But this reasoning cannot be extended from possession to ownership. Quite the contrary: The right to natural liberty is an obstacle to justifying ownership. Let us assume that Alf is cultivating, and constantly occupying a small piece of land, such that it is reasonable to depict him as in possession of it. He then makes the proclamation that Rousseau saw as momentous: Alf asserts that the land is his, even when he is not in physical possession of it. He owns it. But this is to assert that others are excluded and cannot enter, and that implies interference with their actions. The essence of ownership is to restrict the liberty of others vis-à-vis that which is owned; and, according to the right to natural liberty, any such exclusionary claim must be justified to those others. So the argument for the right to natural liberty does not lend itself to a transition from possession to
ownership. The right provides a foundation for continued possession but an obstacle to claims to ownership.

If the right to natural liberty were the sole moral constraint in the state of nature, Rousseau's position would be unassailable: turning possession into property could occur only through the social contract. But I have emphasized that the description of the state of nature is determined by those shared moral convictions that underlie our diverse value systems, and so can include a range of rights and duties. Here Lawrence Becker's reconstruction of the Lockean argument is relevant. Becker alters the labor theory of property in a way that makes claims of desert fundamental. The "notion of desert," Becker claims, "is a constituent of morality per se."46 The crux of Becker's thesis is that the concept of deservingness is a deep presupposition of the moral enterprise itself. People who act wrongly deserve blame, those who act in a worthy manner deserve praise. "To ask whether desert is an intelligible concept," says Becker, "is to call into question the whole enterprise of passing moral judgment on people for their conduct."47 Notice that Becker's argument is precisely of the sort required if principles of desert are to be included in the description of the state of nature: that is, that the moral enterprise itself—hence all our morality-grounded valuings—presupposes the validity of desert claims.

Some have charged that, at best, all Becker shows is that reward or praise, punishment or blame, can be deserved for moral or immoral acts.48 But I think this is to miss the point. Becker's point—and it seems to me reasonable—is that our morality presupposes the sensibility of moral statements of the sort:

D: Alf deserves X because of some act A that Alf has performed.49 That is, the notion of classifying people as deserving or undeserving because of some previous act of theirs is not a notion we are free to accept or reject: our morally-informed outlook commits us to it.

The question then becomes in what ways the variables X and A are filled out. Becker believes that one deserves benefit (X) for adding value (A) to the lives of others. Hence, he says, the "following principle must be sound by definition: A person who, in some morally permissible way, and without being mor-
ally required to do so, 'adds value' to others' lives deserves some benefit for it.\textsuperscript{50} Becker insists that it is necessary that benefit accrue to others: "Deserving a benefit for producing something which only you profit from is a strange notion."\textsuperscript{51} Becker thus advocates grounding desert on \textit{contribution} rather than \textit{effort}; given the difficulties with accounts of desert based on effort this seems advisable.\textsuperscript{52} But care needs to be exercised. Consider the following two principles of desert:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item [D1:] Alf deserves X because Alf has produced X.
  \item [D2:] Alf deserves X because Alf has contributed to the productive process and X is a suitable reward.
\end{enumerate}

Becker—and this is probably the dominant position—sees D2 as the fundamental desert principle of economic systems and economic justice. Alf deserves X as a reward for contributing to the collective productive effort. But the intuition behind D1 is rather different, although the two are typically confused. David Miller, for instance, writes: "If we consider a state of nature, such as that constructed by Locke, we shall see how plausible is the view that when men produce in isolation from one another, and with land and raw materials in plentiful supply, they each deserve to retain whatever they can make by their own labour."\textsuperscript{53} Miller depicts this desert claim as an instance of D2 (contribution); but if \textit{contribution} to the \textit{social productive process} is the ground of the intuition, why (as Miller rightly points out) is the intuition strongest under the assumption of isolated asocial production? The Becker-Miller account of the state of nature, I venture, is not really tapping D2 at all, but the different intuition that a person deserves what he produces or, as it used to be put, "the fruits of his labor." It seems to me misguided to suppose that this intuition is to be reduced to a reward for contributing to the lives of others. The point is different and more basic: production of X constitutes the grounds for deserving X. Pace Becker, you undoubtedly deserve what you have produced for yourself without benefiting anyone else, and it would be wrong to take it from you without justification.

That the two desert principles are typically confused is readily understandable. When people are engaged in joint productive enterprises, both D1 and D2 may sanction distribution to each according to his marginal product. According to D2 Alf should get a reward commensurate with his marginal product because
this is a fitting reward for his contribution to the joint endeavour; according to D1 it is an effort to arrive at some determination of what Alf has produced. Miller is right that in joint enterprises determining what Alf deserves is far more difficult than in Locke's state of nature, since what constitutes the “whole product of his labour” is far more difficult to determine. But this in itself testifies that it is really D1 (production) rather than D2 (contribution) that he has in mind, for contribution requires proportionate rewards but not necessarily the “whole product of one’s labor.”

A quasi-Lockean property right exists in the state of nature if three things are true: It must be the case that the concept of desert is universally embraced in the state of nature. If, as I think is reasonable, the notion of desert is indeed basic to the moral endeavor, desert claims would be acknowledged prior to the social contract (that is, they are part of the deontological foundation). Secondly, it must be the case that valid desert claims provide moral reasons to act. If Alf can show Betty he deserves X, he has provided Betty with (say) a reason to refrain from taking X, even if taking X would better promote Betty’s values. Additionally, it must be true that a self-evidently sound desert claim is that someone who produces something deserves to use and control it (within, to be sure, specific limits). Put simply, a worker deserves (in some sense) the fruits of his labor.

As Becker is well aware, justifying property rights via deserving the fruits of one’s labor is very much in the spirit of John Stuart Mill. “Private property, in every defence of it,” said Mill, “is supposed to mean the guarantee to individuals of the fruits of their own labour and abstinence.” But, Mill added:

When the “sacredness of property” is talked of, it should always be remembered, that any such sacredness does not belong in the same degree to landed property. No man made the land. It is the original inheritance of the whole species. . . . It is no hardship to anyone to be excluded from what others have produced: they were not bound to produce it for his use, and he loses nothing by not sharing in what otherwise would not have existed at all. But it is some hardship to be born into the world and to find all nature’s gifts previously engrossed, and no place left for the newcomer.
If we embrace Mill's reasonable claim that no one deserves the land—or any natural resource—the desert/labor theory of property seems undermined. For if the original appropriation of a natural resource—that is, exclusionary rights over it—cannot be justified via desert, it would seem almost all subsequent desert-based property claims are undermined. Say Alf takes possession of a tree, cuts it up and claims desert-based exclusionary rights over the chair he produces. But Betty objects that he has no exclusionary rights over the tree in the first place; he never justified to her a restriction of her liberty vis-à-vis the tree. To this Alf may perhaps reply that he has mixed his labor with the tree, and if he deserves the fruits of his labor, he also has claims over that in which his labor is embodied. But as far as I can see, Betty need not accept this. Alf's labor on the tree may be very much like Nozick's tomato juice in the ocean: by dumping it in what was not his, he loses his labor/tomato juice, rather than gaining exclusionary rights over the tree/ocean.

The intuitive appeal of desert-based theories of property begins to evaporate when we squarely face the problem of exclusionary rights over natural resources. The typical response of Lockean-inspired theories is some sort of quasi-Lockean "proviso" that justifies taking resources out of the "common pool" when this does not worsen the position of others. And this in turn leads to complicated compensation proposals or unconvincing arguments that Alf's extensive exclusionary right over natural resources is never to the disadvantage of Betty, who has no such rights. These problems arise because whatever the stated intentions of later theorists, they follow Locke in conceiving of the state of nature as, somehow, a condition in which people can exist, if only in our imagination. As Locke said of the fruits of the earth, "there must of necessity be a means to appropriate them some way or other before they can be of use, or at all beneficial to any particular Man." If desert grounds property rights, then we need some account of how these desert-based rights could function in the state of nature. After all, if they could not, the inhabitants would starve! But the state of nature is but a phase in justificatory argument. The proper response to the problem of "original acquisition" is indicated by Mill: "The essential principle of property being to assure all persons what they have produced by their labour and accumu-
lated by their abstinence, this principle cannot apply to what is not the product of labour, the raw material of the earth." Desert-based property rights, then, cannot (to any significant extent at any rate) come into being until the problem of acquisition or distribution of natural resources has been solved, and for us that will require appeal to the social contract. In the state of nature, then, people have a right to a system of private property that recognizes labor/desert as a grounding of title. But because acquisition of natural resources requires contractual justification, no significant particular property rights yet emerge.

4.4. The Market in the State of Nature

Mill believed that "all the reasons that recommend that private property should exist" also recommend that one should be able to alienate it, including free gifts and bequests. But this isn't obvious. If one gives away property that you deserve to another, it doesn't follow that he deserves it. And even market transactions—which involve a trade of goods rather than free gifts—aren't necessarily sanctioned by desert-based arguments for property. If Alf deserves X, and so it is his property, and Betty deserves Y, and so it is hers, nothing follows as to the justifiability of exchange. Can voluntary exchange somehow transform the situation such that Alf now deserves Y and Betty X? It seems fairly obvious that a system of free exchange does not necessarily assure to each person just what he or she deserves.

The problem is that market transactions pass on exclusionary rights. But it is by no means obvious that they pass on deservingness. If Alf had exclusionary rights over X because he produced X, and so deserved to own it, how can he pass on these rights to Betty, who did not produce it, and so, according to DJ, does not deserve to own it? And it will not do to reply that Alf's desert-based right conjoined with his natural liberty is sufficient to justify exchange; at issue is not simply Alf's right to engage in an act with Betty, but his power to pass on exclusionary rights. The problem seems to illustrate Nozick's point that a pattern such as "to each according to his deserts" will be upset by free exchange. To see our way clear of this difficulty we must first distinguish two economic desert claims:

DJ: Alf has a property right over X if and only if he deserves X.
PR: Alf's production of X grounds his desert-based exclusionary right over X.
The first is a desert-based conception of distributive justice; it insists on a pattern according to which each gets what he deserves. So Betty's possession of exclusionary rights over something she does not, *ex hypothesi*, deserve is excluded by DJ. But I haven't endorsed this principle of distributive justice; I have argued for a desert-based property right (PR) according to which Alf deserves X because he produced it. So I have not endorsed any pattern that must be maintained in the interests of justice.

Now there is certainly no logical bar to holding both (1) that Alf rightly possesses X because he has performed act A, and (2) he can engage in some relation with Betty that passes on to her X even though she has never A-ed. For instance, Alf might be warranted in believing in Tasmanian tigers because he (and he alone) has seen one; but he may engage in a relation with Betty whereby she comes to have a warrant for believing in the existence of Tasmanian tigers, even though she has never seen one. So there is nothing crazy in thinking that desert-based property rights might be transferred without their grounds being transferred as well. But is there any reason to think that such a right of transfer is justified by the desert-based account of property rights? Of three plausible bases for property rights in the state on nature, I want to argue, the desert-based account alone presupposes the intuitive notion of “ownership,” including rights of transfer.

Consider first contribution-based justifications (D2) à la Becker. On this view property rights are a reward for contribution to the social productive process. Leaving aside the tendency of this to collapse into a theory of distributive justice (DJ), it at best only contingently sanctions a right to transfer holdings. A reward or honor is not intrinsically transferable; although a down-and-out actor may sell his Oscar he cannot sell his award for the best actor of 1926. To be sure, in order to render rewards more beneficial to the recipient we may allow them to be exchanged for other goods, but nothing intrinsic to the concept of reward for contribution demands that this should be so. Loyal members of the Party may be awarded a dacha, but it may well be counterproductive to allow them to transfer it to others.

The second contrast is to a needs-based account of property. Say, following Locke, one of the arguments for property is that
God created mankind to flourish, and this means that men need private property.

This can easily lead to pretty severe limits on alienation. If people’s needs are not always better advanced by alienation, then rights of transfer will not always be justified. Such considerations often lie behind provision in kind, rather than in cash, of welfare.

The argument I advanced in section 4.3 supports a more direct intuition that people deserve to own what they have produced. Ownership is not a reward for contribution or a way to satisfy needs; ownership of what one has produced is, in a very basic sense, fitting and appropriate. And because my account points to this more direct tie, it supports appeal to something akin to what has been called “full ownership”—certainly it supports rights to possess, use, manage, consume, transfer, and destroy. Conjoined with the argument for natural liberty in section 4.2, this constitutes a defense of market relations. For, given (1) that Alf has exclusionary rights over X such that it is his, and (2) Betty has exclusionary rights over Y such that it is hers, (3) that each has rights of transfer in relation to their property, as well as (4) their intention to exchange X and Y, then (5) Charlie’s refusal to recognize their post-exchange property rights constitutes a violation of Alf’s and Betty’s property rights and (6) Charlie’s demand that they refrain from engaging in the exchange constitutes an interference with their natural liberty and, so, must be justified to them. This isn’t to say that Charlie can never provide justification: the social contract may no doubt protect Charlie against externalities arising from Alf and Betty’s activities that impose costs on him. Nevertheless, the rights to own and transfer private property, conjoined with the right to natural liberty, yields a justification of market relations.

5. The Social Contract

5.1. Compromise and the Common Good

Let us assume that we have fully specified the rights and duties characterizing the state of nature. Now since, ex hypothesi, these articulate the moral foundations of our value systems, they articulate the limits of the contract. The contract must respect them.
For a teleological argument to ignore these rights and duties would be to advance value considerations while undermining the rationality of those values. But it does not follow that the contract is confined simply to protecting or institutionalizing these rights and duties. Once the deontological foundation of our value system is appropriately recognized, constrained teleological arguments for principles of right may commence.

Now I have said that these arguments must articulate a common good. But this seems either too weak or too strong. If it means an institution is justified if it advances everyone's values (no matter how little) vis-à-vis the state of nature, then it seems far too weak a requirement. For nearly any social arrangement would improve upon the state of nature; as long as a person wasn't positively exploited, he would have to acknowledge the claim that the system advances his values. On the other hand, if to justify moral principles and social institutions by appeal to the common good is to claim that they advance the values of everyone to greatest degree, that is, a system is justified only if it is best from everyone's perspective, then it seems that no successful constrained teleological justifications will be forthcoming.72

Between these extremes lie compromise justifications: All gain, but each must give up something to elicit agreement of the others. Compromise, as Martin Golding has noted, presupposes conflict in so far as none of the parties get all that they want. But compromise also requires some coincidence of interests or valuings: Each, after all, does gain something from a compromise.73 Compromise can take place when harmony does not obtain, yet some common good exists. J. L. Mackie recognized the importance of compromise in the justification of moral principles. "We must," he said, "lower our sights a little and look not for principles which can be wholeheartedly endorsed from every point of view; but for ones which represent an acceptable compromise between different actual points of view."74 And indeed some such compromise seems to be at the heart of contractualist justification.75 As Rawls says, the outcome of the contract is "a pact of reconciliation"76 that, we can add, articulates a common good.
5.2. Distributive Shares and Economic Systems

Much more could be said explicating the idea of a compromise solution. Gauthier's recent work in particular has demonstrated how the idea of a rational bargain, with the state of nature as the initial position, can be made more precise. However, for present purposes the intuitive idea of a compromise solution will suffice.

I argued that, in the state of nature we have a right to a system of private property that ensures one of the fruits of one's labor. But before actual holdings can arise, people must also have exclusionary claims over natural resources. But the natural liberty of each is limited by exclusionary claims over resources. If, then, resource claims are to be justified, it must be argued that a system of property rights works to the benefit of everyone. Betty is committed to acknowledging that Alf has a right to a system of property rights that recognizes production as a ground of title, but she is not committed to accepting Alf's exclusionary claims over resources. For Alf to gain these rights he must justify to Betty limiting her right to act by granting him right to exclude her from some resource; to do this, Alf must show Betty that she has reason to embrace the restraint, that is, that she too benefits. Rawls's difference principle is a possible candidate (its first formulation is a principle about inequalities working to everyone's advantage). On the other hand, Nozick could well be right; perhaps the difference principle isn't a reasonable compromise since it is the best possible option from the perspective of the least well off. In any event, it seems that some principle ensuring that everyone significantly benefits from the system of property rights is essential. The failure of the Lockeans to justify a complete account of property rights in the state of nature leaves the way open for followers of Rousseau to regulate holdings, through the social contract, to promote the common good.

It might seem that the partial success of the Lockeans provides no real constraint on the justifiability of economic systems. As I indicated earlier, David Miller argues at some length that desert does not provide a practical criterion for overall judgments of social justice. Once we consider the complexities involved in joint products, accidents and luck, and the impor-
tance of skills and techniques one has not discovered for oneself, it may seem that the aim of giving each the whole product of his labor becomes an unsalvageable muddle. But we should be wary of rejecting a fundamental claim of justice because we cannot ever hope to apply it precisely, especially when it seems (as Miller admits) so widely accepted.82 If we cannot make sense of giving each the full fruits of his labor, we may still pose grave objections to economic systems that entirely fail to take cognizance of the justified claims to the fruits of one's labor.

Consider, for example, Oliver Williamson's "Peer Group" system. In this system of collective ownership all the work stations in a production process are collectively owned by the workers, and reward is based on a non-marginal product principle, e.g., the workers are paid the average of the group product.83 Now in an economy in which Peer Ownership was the only option, it is plausible that some would have significant grounds for complaint that it violates their natural right to a system that gives one exclusionary rights over the fruits of one's labor. Mandatory participation in work organizations that reward on the basis of average performance very plausibly give others control over the fruits of the labors of those who contribute well above the mean.

The argument also casts doubt on the justifiability of market socialism (Yugoslav style), a form of work organization and ownership much in vogue today.84 Worker-managed market socialist firms certainly can reward workers differentially, recognizing the differential claims to the fruits of labor, but market socialism in effect expropriates the savings of workers invested in their firms.85 If, as Mill said, one has a claim to the fruits of abstinence, market socialism tends systematically to ignore this. Workers who have heavily invested, especially older workers, have no exclusionary rights to these funds, entirely losing them on leaving the firm.86

Non-market, that is, command economies, are also challenged by the argument from the state of nature. Many socialists have aspired to reward all according to the fruits of their labor, and we can at least imagine a command economy that sought to distribute income with this in mind (e.g., according to marginal product).87 But even if this desert-based claim informing quasi-Lockean property rights could be met in non-market systems,
prohibition on market exchanges would infringe the right of transfer and constitute an interference with natural liberty.

The argument points to a market system where people have exclusionary rights over the fruits of their labor. But must the system be capitalist? Robert Dahl thinks not; indeed he indicates that "corporate capitalism" cannot be justified. "Whatever one many think of the validity of Locke's notion of labor as justifying private property . . . ," he says, "it cannot justify the ownership of a corporation by stockholders. For on Locke's justification only those who labor to produce goods and services, the workers and employees, would be entitled to own the goods and services produced by the firm." 88 Thus it might seem that a system of worker cooperatives—which was Mill's dream—is required by the argument. 89 Now certainly a cooperative system is consistent with my argument, but it is not at all clear that corporate capitalism is precluded. Because we have rejected the desert-based conception of distributive justice (D\textsuperscript{J}) in favor of a desert-based theory of property rights including the power to transfer title (section 4.4), Dahl's main claim—that those who do not labor cannot have justified title—can also be rejected. Although I certainly have not demonstrated that it is impossible to show that in some way corporate capitalism is inherently immoral, my argument does demonstrate (1) that any prohibition of capitalist acts between consenting adults is a violation of natural liberty and so stands in need of justification and (2) abolishing the right to transfer justified holdings is a violation of the right to property and the social contract cannot legitimately ignore this natural right. But the capitalism that is justified is a distinctly redistributive sort, ensuring that all gain to the extent required by the principle of fair compromise. 90 Moreover, nothing in the quasi-Lockean argument precludes public regulation of the private sector. The quasi-Lockean argument from the state of nature provides parameters for the social contract, but within these a variety of economic systems might be justified.

6. Conclusion

I have sketched a contractual justification of an economic system characterized by the market, private property, and significant
redistribution of income and wealth by the state. The combination of market, private property, and redistribution, of course, is not at all novel. It was the heart of the program of the “new liberalism” that arose around the turn of this century, and it has recently been defended by a number of liberal political philosophers. But it has long been doubted whether this widely accepted triad of institutions can be justified from a single coherent moral perspective. Beginning with an individualist liberal theory that provides solid grounding for private property and the market, redistributive capitalism (it is said) then overlays a collectivist theory that asserts existence of a state empowered to distribute a pool of social assets. This leads to the charge of incoherence. If society is essentially a system of mutual advantage among individuals entertaining diverse and often competing ends, from where does the pool of collective assets come? How can the liberal state, devoted to the protection of individual freedom of choice, be transformed into a collectivist enterprise pursuing social goals? I have tried to show here that redistributive capitalism articulates a morally unified outlook: The contractual argument that justifies private property also justifies redistribution.
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